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Greetings! Apologies that there has been a bit of lapse between edition 31 and 32, your editor
has been quite busy. As the Diaper Heritage Association was the lead member of the Tudor
Revels project there was a lot of work to do finalising that project, producing a full report to the
Heritage Lottery Fund and doing the final accounts. A crash with the HLF on-line portal which
resulted in all information entered being lost caused a bit of wailing and gnashing of teeth.
Following on from that your editor has also been in hospital getting fitted with a bionic hip, all
went well with that so finally thoughts have turned to the next Diaper Newsletter!!
Tudor Revels
The Revels event was considered a great success and signed off by the Heritage Lottery
Fund. The final event at the end of last year involved nearly 1000 people at the Meet The
Ancestors event at Gods House Tower. DHA had a stand there and sold a good number of our
publications including our new book 'Tudor Southampton: Rioters, Revellers & Reformers';
nearly 60 of those books were sold at that event and that number has risen to nearly 300 in the
months since. At £5 it is really great value with over a hundred full colour illustrations. All the
proceeds come back to the Association to support our on-going work particularly our websites
and newsletters. The book creates a picture of life in Tudor Southampton and of course that
period is the time from which we can show direct descent for the Diaper family, from Robert
Diaper husbandman of Weston. Robert is of course referenced in the book. If you would like a
copy details of this book and our other publications are at the end of the newsletter.
Year End Accounts
The sales of books has meant that despite the on-going low interest rates, the association
continues to be a healthy position. Thank you to all those members who have switched from
postal newsletters to email newsletters as postage is our single biggest cost with each
newsletter mail out costing £150. We want to make sure that our newsletters reach members
who don't have internet and email access so if any members do have email and can receive
newsletters in that form please let Julie know, email at the end of the newsletter.
St Mary's Extra Cemetery
We understand that Southampton City Council are currently reviewing the status of older
graves in St Mary's extra cemetery with those that are not up-kept being recycled. This is the
nature of cemetery management and has been for centuries. Of course this is the last resting
place of many members of the Diaper family, including Tom Diaper of the Log and we hope to
review the condition of key grave-sites and register the associations interest with the council.
We will also look at the possibilities of making improvements to some of the earlier graves. If
anyone would like to help with this project please let us know.
Social Media
The Diaper Heritage Association has entered the 21st century with its own Facebook page. We
have created this as a more informal way of sharing information and titbits on the Association
and hopefully then driving traffic to our website resource. So we have spent the last few
months posting initial information to get the site going, now we need your help. If you are on
facebook please visit the site, we need more likes to get stats and we would really like a few
volunteers who would be prepared to become administrators so that we have access to more

and fresh information to keep the site interesting. So again if you would like to get involved,
that would be fantastic. Just let us know
Facebook site page: www.facebook.com/DiaperHeritage
Overland Trade Project
As some of you might remember some of our early ancestors made their living as carters in
Southampton from the mid 15th to mid 16th century. A new searchable database has been
constructed by the University of Winchester which looks at the Southampton Brokage Books
where all the surviving data on the carters is recorded; so you can enter the name Diaper and
see what they got up to, where they travelled, what commodities they carried, who they worked
for. Later this year there will be an accompanying book so we will let you know when that is
available. www.overlandtrade.org
With Regret
Myrtle Lilian Kay, grand-daughter of Captain Tom Diaper, passed away recently. Myrtle was a
keen supporter of the Association attending the first Diaper Day we held in Woolston and many
of the events we held as part of the Diaper Project. She also contributed to the oral history
project which resulted in the publication of 'We Only Wore Shoes on a Sunday'. She lived most
of her married life in Sholing but specifically asked for her funeral to take place in the 'family
church' at Peartree.
Genealogy & Other questions
As some of you will know we have been trying to identify more members of the crew pictured
with Sir Tommy Lipton. We thought we had come to a dead end but Raymond Leach recently
commented on our facebook site that the gentlemen, middle row third from the left is his
grandfather William George Parker
Crew:

Back Row:
?cook, unknown, Arthur
Diaper or someone called
James, Walter Diaper.
Middle Row:
unknown, Bertram Diaper,
William
George
Parker,
Stokes, Sir Thomas Lipton,
Alfred Diaper, James Gilby?,
Tom Diaper, William Toms,
Percival Toms.
Front Row:
Arthur Diaper, unknown,
unknown, Alfred Thomas
Diaper,
Walter
Norman
Diaper, unknown

Stephanie Depester believes a relative of hers Frank Alliverti sailed for Tommy Lipton on the
Shamrocks, she thought he might be on the crew photo above middle row next to Tom Diaper
but we have had this crew member identified as William Toms known as Paul by the Toms
family. If you know anything about Frank Alliverti let us know.

John McKinnon Gibb is researching the Americas Cup of 1899, 1901, & 1903 his great
grandfather Gustave Julius Birdwisa and one of his sons Hector McKinnon Birdwisa he
believes crewed on the early Shamrocks. Again if the names ring any bells.
We have forwarded information to the above on the Thomas Lipton archive held in Scotland
and the Ellis Island website which recorded details of arriving race crews in their immigration
records. Both are useful resources www.mitchelllibrary.org/lipton & www.ellisisland.org
Paul Martin is trying to find out more about the 21' 6” Itchen Ferry boat Jane Paul is not sure if
this is the original name, and is hoping to trace information of when the boat was built and
where. He plans to restore the vessel – it’s his second project as he has already restored the
Wonder SU120
Paul has sent a couple of photos, so if anyone can shed any light

In our last newsletter we had a photo that was
suggested to be Alf Diaper but we were not
convinced, Paul Diaper contacted us with an
alternative one Herbert Diaper. Herbert was
associated with the Shamrocks and appears in some
video footage for a race in 1930. Paul also had a
record of Herbert and Bertram Diaper taking the SS
Berengaria to New York on 16 August 1930 and
coming back on 16 September on the SS Aquitania.
The last race of the 1930 Americas cup was 18
September between Enterprise and Shamrock V.
Paul's research shows that Shamrock V was sold to
Tommy Sopwith in 1931 and he resold the yacht to
Fairey in 1933. Herbert was employed by Richard
Fairey and probably captained Shamrock V between
1933-37
Paul has also supplied a useful site: http://shamrockv.com/History.html
Genealogy Update
As always this is ongoing, but at a slower pace. Updating from the 1911 census continues, as
we try to tie up as many loose ends as possible. Julie is also checking the census records
against all the surnames held in our tree, so that we can keep as true a record of possible of all
that we find. We are always happy to receive new information, about people in the tree as well
as adding new people to the tree, so if you know of a family birth or marriage please let us
know so we can keep as up to date as possible.

Publications
We still have the following available to purchase:
Book - We Only Wore Shoes on a Sunday – £5.00 plus £2.50 post &
packing.
DVD rom - The Diaper Family
tree - £14.99 plus £2.50 post &
packing.

Book - Tudor Southampton: Rioters, Revellers & Reformers - £5.00
plus £2.50 post and packing.
Book – Southampton’s Marquis and other
mariners by Gerald Mornington - £3.00 plus
£2.50 post & packing.
If you wish to purchase any of the above,
please send your requests along with your
payment (cheques made payable to Diaper
Heritage Association) to Julie. See below for
details. If you live local you can always call
Julie and arrange to collect direct from her.
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